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Prosecution 
Pitfalls 

 

 Observations of how the prosecution process goes 

 Prosecution usually defined as 
◦ defining the invention 

◦ reviewing the prior art 

◦ amending claims.  

 We don’t talk about the ways that the different people 
involved in the prosecution read and understand the claims.   

 Different understanding of:  
◦ Technical issues 

◦ Language issues 
◦ English  / Claims 

 Over my 30 years in the business, I have seen a lot of 
misunderstandings that I’ve had to straighten out. 

 And I’ve learned to call the Examiner … 

  

  

  

Not particular to any 
one technology.  

 



USPTO 
interviews 

 
 

◦ But to figure out how the examiner is reading (or misreading) 
the claims 

◦ now in video! 

 

◦ Synchronous – asynchronous 

◦ Had to put our definition into the claim 

 

◦ “Not being specific to any of said cardiac examination 
procedures” as: 

◦ it might be specific to another kind of procedure, such as a 
lung procedure!  

 

◦ Misreading of English – particularly when there is a long 
adjectival phrase 

 

◦ Ignoring part of the claim 

 
 

Not for arguing with the 
Examiner 

 



Amendments Narrow Claims 



Claims are a Movable Target 



Claims are a Movable Target 



Associates 
 
 

 Create the translations 
◦ Of Spec 

◦ Of Office Action 

 May misunderstand the invention 
◦ May give poor suggestions to respond to Examiner 

  

 Tips 
◦ In your letters to your associates, make sure to provide the 

background (or an explanation) to any issue before explaining 
your solution 
◦ Much slower explanation 

◦ Write thoughts in full 

 Use Zoom! 
◦ We did, in preparation for Oral Proceedings at the EPO 

◦ Two different reactions to the Examiner’s Office Action 



Our view 
 
 
We concentrated on the 
non-technical rejection 



 
 
Our Associate’s 
view 
 
 
Our associate said that 
the Examiner’s concern 
was that the prior art 
also showed a 
difference tree 



Another instance 
of reading 
differently 
 

 Very long patent against our digital phone exchange  
◦ Examiner said could find any concept in it 

 Client commented that the cited art was a fully digital 
exchange, meaning that it went down in a power outage vs 
his is ‘always on’. 

 Pointed to his splitter-isolator 
◦ I had used it to argue other differences. 

 It was analog. 
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The amended 
version 
 

 4. (Currently Amended) A communication device comprising: 

 an analog splitter-isolator connectable between to-building wiring and in-

building telephone wiring to a subscriber premises which permits passage 

therethrough only of analog POTS signals and blocks passage of other analog signals 

between an external xDSL telephone data network and an internal HPNA telephone 

data network while isolating analog signals of an internal HPNA telephone data 

network from analog signals of an external xDSL telephone data network; 

  

 Three pages into 103 rejection response I wrote: 

 “None of these 3 elements can be said to in any manner to be equivalent to the 

herein analog splitter isolator. They do not have the functionality to allow passage of 

POTS signals and to block passage of other analog signals.” 

  

 TIP – put your strongest argument FIRST. 

 OBSERVATION – sometimes, your only difference 

is ONE word, but it makes ALL the difference in the 

World. 

  

  

I amended the claim to 
recite that our splitter-
isolator is ANALOG. 



Prosecution Tips 

 You see things differently than the inventor, client, 
associate and examiner  

 Pay attention to how they are understanding the 
invention  
◦ It may provide you with a new way to define the 

invention or to amend the claim 

 

Make sure your specification has enough detail in 
it to handle movable claims 

 

  



Any 
Questions? 

 

Contact me at:  

 hmb@heidibrun.com 

My blog: 

  thepatentpen.com 

mailto:hmb@heidibrun.com

